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Abstract

This paper discusses the representation and implementation of the Observer design pattern
using aspect-oriented techniques.

1 Introduction

Several object-oriented design techniques have been used to specify and implement
design patterns efficiently. However there are several patterns that affect system modu-
larity, where base objects are highly affected by the structures that the pattern requires.
In other cases, we want to apply a pattern to classes that already belong to a hierarchy.
This could be hard depending on the pattern.

Several patterns crosscut the basic structure of classes adding behavior and modifying
roles in the classes relationship. As an example you could see the Observer pattern. When
you have to implement the pattern, you should provide implementation to the Subject and
Observer roles. The implementation of this roles adds a set of fields (Subject.observers,
Observer.subject) and methods (Attach, Detach, Notify) to the concrete classes or to
its superclasses, modifying the original structure of the subject and observer elements.

Another example is the Visitor pattern. Its main goal is to provide a set of operations
to a class hierarchy without changing the structure of the underlying classes. In order to
accomplish that task, the pattern adds to the Element class a method (Accept) to allow
the Element instances to be visited.

Althougth the use of these patterns brings several benefits, they could ”hard-code” the
underlying system, making difficult to express changes. To implement one of the patterns
described above in an envolving system you may have to modify several classes, affecting
their relationships and their clients.

Aspect Oriented Programming [12] can help on separating some of the system’s design
patterns, specifying and implementing them as single units of abstraction.
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The main goal is to show how the Observer [8] pattern could be implemented using
aspect-oriented programming and how it could be specified using an aspect-oriented design
model.

The intended audience of this paper is composed by object-oriented developers that do
not have experience on aspect-oriented programming and by aspect-oriented developers
aiming for implementations of design patterns based on crosscutting mechanisms.

In the following section, the core concepts of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) are
discussed. Readers that are familiarized with AOP could go directly to the section that
describes the pattern.

2 Aspect Oriented Programming

Software engineering and programming languages exist in a mutual relationship sup-
port. The most used design processes break a system down into a set of small units. To
implement these units, programming languages provide mechanisms to define abstractions
and composition mechanisms in order to implement the desired behavior [2].

A programming language coordinates well with a software design when the provided
abstraction and composition mechanisms enable the developer to clearly express the de-
sign units. The most used abstraction mechanisms of languages (such as procedures,
functions, objects, classes) are derived from the system functional decomposition and
could be grouped into a generalized procedure model [12].

However, there are many properties that do not fit well into generalized procedures,
such as: exception handling, real-time constraints, distribution and concurrency control.
They are usually spread over into several system modules, affecting performance and/or
semantics systematically.

When these properties are implemented using an object-oriented or a procedural lan-
guage, their code is often tangled with the basic system functionality. It is hard to separate
one concern from another, see or analyze them as single units of abstraction.

This code tangling is responsible by part of the complexity found in computer systems
today. It increases the dependencies among the functional modules, deviating them from
their original purposes, making them less reusable and error-prone.

This separation of concerns is a fundamental issue in software engineering and it is
used in analysis, design and implementation of computer systems. However, the most used
programming techniques do not always present themselves in a satisfactory way regarding
to this separation.

Aspect-oriented programming allows separation of these crosscutting concerns, in a
natural and clean way, using abstraction and composition mechanisms to produce exe-
cutable code.

The aspect-oriented programming main goal is to help the developer in the task of
clearly separate crosscutting concerns, using mechanisms to abstract and compose them to
produce the desired system. The aspect-oriented programming extends other program-
ming techniques (object oriented, structured, functional etc) that do not offer suitable
abstractions to deal with crosscutting [12].

An implementation based on the aspect oriented programming paradigm is usually
composed of:

• a component language to program components (i.e. classes);



• one or more aspect languages to program aspects;

• an aspect weaver to compose the programs written in these languages;

• programs written in the components language;

• one ore more programs written in the aspect language.

2.1 Components

Components (in AOP) are abstractions provided by a language to implement systems
basic functionality. Procedures, function, classes and objects are components in aspect-
oriented programming. They are originated from functional decomposition. The language
used to express componnents could be, for instance, an object-oriented, an imperative or
a functional one [16].

2.2 Aspects

Properties affecting several classes could not be well expressed using current notations
and languages. They are usually expressed through code fragments that spread over the
system classes [5].

Some concerns that are frequently aspects: concurrent objects synchronization [6],
distribution [13], exception handling [15], coordination of multiple objects [10], per-
sistence, serialization, replication, security, visualization, logging, tracing, load balance,
fault tolerance amongst others.

2.3 Component language

The component language should provide developers with mechanisms to write pro-
grams implementing the basic requirements and also do not predict what is implemented
in the aspects, (this property is called obliviousness [7]). Aspect-oriented programming
is not limited to object orientation, although, the most used component languages are
object oriented ones, such as: Java, SmallTalk or C#.

2.4 Aspect language

The aspect language defines mechanisms to implement crosscutting in a clear way,
providing constructions describe the aspects semantics and behavior [12].

Some guidelines should be observed in the specification of an AO language: syntax
should be related to the component language syntax (making easier the tools acceptance),
the language should be designed to specify the aspect in a concise and compact way and
the grammar should have elements to allow composition of classes and aspects [4].

2.5 Aspect Weaver

The aspect weaver main responsibility is to process aspect and component languages,
in order to produce the desired operation. To do that, it is essential the join-point concept.
A join-point is a well defined point in the execution or structure of a program. For instance,



in object-oriented programs join-points could be method calling, constructor calling, field
read/write operations etc.

The representation of those points could be generated in runtime using a reflective
environment. In this case, the aspect language is implemented through meta-objects,
activated at method invocations, using join-points and aspects information to weave the
arguments [14].

An aspect-oriented system design requires knowledge about what should be in classes
and in aspects, as well as characteristics shared in both. Although aspect-oriented and
object-oriented languages have different abstraction and composition mechanisms, they
should use some common terms, allowing the weaver to compose the different programs.

The weaver parses aspect programs and collects information about the (join) points
referenced by the program. Afterwards, it locates coordination points between the lan-
guages, weaving the code to implement what is specified in them [3].

An example of a weaver implementation is a pre-processor that traverse the classes
parsing tree, looking for joint-points and inserting sentences declared in the aspects. This
weaving process could be static (compile time) or dynamic (load and runtime).

3 Observer Pattern

3.1 Intent

It allows the definition of a ”one to many” relationship between a model (Subject) and
its dependents (Observers) in a way that promotes low coupling. Using aspect-oriented
programming you could also attach and dettach the design pattern in compile-time or
runtime (depending upon the choosen language)

3.2 Motivation

The problem that the Observer pattern solves is how to maintain consistency among
several objects that depends on a model data in a way that promotes reuse, keeping a
low coupling among classes. In this pattern, every time the Subject state changes, all the
Observers are notified.

The main problem with the object-oriented Observer pattern is that you should modify
the structure of classes that participate in the pattern. So, it is hard to apply the pattern
into an existing design as well as remove from it.

3.3 Context

The Observer pattern is used in the following situations, according to [8]:

• When a change in the state of an object demands modification in unknown or
variable objects

• When an object needs to notify others without knowing whose are the objects that
are going to receive this notification.



3.4 Structure

The design of the Observer pattern is changed in order to represent it as classes and
aspects. It could be seen in the Figure 1, represented as a class diagram. There are no
Observer role neither a Subject one. Both structure and behavior of these two roles are
expressed in the ObserverPattern aspect.

Figure 1: Observer’s class diagram

3.5 Participants

Subject Describes the interface that all the concrete subjects must be in accordance to
(enforced by the ObserverPattern and ConcreteObserverPattern). When imple-
mented, the subject will contain a reference to its observers, and allow the dynamic
addition and deletion of observers.

Observer Describes the interface that all the concrete observers must be in accordance
to (enforced by the ObserverPattern and ConcreteObserverPattern). They are
notified everytime the state of the subject changes.

ConcreteSubject Store state information to be used by ConcreteObservers. It does
not, however, send notifications to its Observers. This responsibility is part of the
ObserverPattern role. [8]



ConcreteObservers Serve as basis to field and method’s introduction performed by the
ObserverPattern.

ObserverPattern The ObserverPattern is an abstract aspect that encapsulte the
behaviour of the Observer pattern. The ObserverPattern contains the
fields and methods to be included in the classes that are affected by the
ConcreteObserverPattern.

Concrete ObserverPattern This participant specifies in what situations the
ConcreteObservers are going to be notified as well as what is going to be exe-
cuted when the ConcreteObservers are notified.

3.6 Dynamics

When the classes corresponding to concrete subjects and concrete observers are weaved
together with the concrete ObserverPattern, the following methods and fields are attached
to the concrete subject and concrete observer:

fields Observer[] observers (Concrete Subject), Subject subject (Concrete Ob-
servers)

methods void add(Observer obs), void remove(Observer obs) (Concrete Subject),
void setSubject(Subject s), Subject getSubject() (Concrete Observers)

These attachments are specified in the abstract aspect (the ObserverPattern). The
concrete subjects implements the subject interface. The concrete observers implement
the observer interface. The other modifications are done to the dynamic nature of the
observer and subject classes, telling that every time that the state of the subject changes
the update method of the observers is invocated.

3.7 Consequences

• The use of the Observer pattern allows to reuse subjects and observers in an inde-
pendent way, since you can add new observers without change the subject or the
others existing observers.

• Using an aspect-oriented implementation, the ObserverPattern could be reused
without further modifications, as well as the classes affected by the pattern (that
could be reused without considerations about the pattern).

• The use of aspect-oriented programming helped to separate the code related to the
design pattern from the code of the base program itself.

• The use of an abstract aspect leads to a better reuse of the design pattern since it
can be applied to several cases without changes. The developer should develop only
the concrete aspect (as in this paper) to apply the pattern to the base code.



• Other consequences of the Observer pattern, as stated in [8] are: abstract coupling
among subjects and observers and support to a broadcast communication. One
disadvantage on using this pattern is that the subject does not know how much
costs an updating in all its observers.

• Another advantage is that the classes do not need to extend the subject and observer
classes in an explicit way. The user attaches the fields and methods needed to
implement the pattern.

3.8 Implementation

Some considerations could be made while implementing the Observer pattern:

• In order to send notification to its observers, the subject usually declares an explicit
vector containing all its Observers. You could implement it as other data structure
(such as: hash tables, linked lists etc) to solve performance or memory problems.

• ObserverPattern and ObserverPatternImpl could be mixed into one class. The
reuse of the pattern in this case is limited.

• Other implementations issues can be found in [8]

3.9 Example with AspecJ

In this section we are going to show an example on using AspectJ [11] to implement the
Observer design pattern using a temperature domain. Suppose a set of thermometers that
gather information from a temperature source. Each time that the source temperature
changes the thermometers display should be updated.

An Observer interface is defined in order to describe the Observer role. All Observers
must be in accordance to this interface. The idea here is to allow each Observer to have
a corresponding Subject. This example does not treat multiple Subjects to one Observer.

1 interface Observer {
2 void setSubject(Subject s);
3 Subject getSubject();
4 void update();
5 }

Figure 2: Observer Interface

In a similar way, we have a Subject interface (Figure 3), that all subjects must be in
accordance to.

In Figure 4 we have a class called Celsius which is a source of temperature data. In
this class is stored information about current temperature in Celsius. This information
can be modified or retrieved using the setDegrees and getDegrees methods, respectively.
This class is going to perform the Subject role. Note that there are not references to
the Subject class or interface. Each time that the setDegrees method is invocated, the
subjects are notified about changes in the temperature source state (this is going to be
implemented as aspects).



1 import java.util.Vector;
2 interface Subject {
3 void add(Observer obs);
4 void remove(Observer obs);
5 Vector getObservers();
6 Object getData();
7 }

Figure 3: Subject Interface

1 public class Celsius{
2 private double degrees;
3 public double getDegrees(){
4 return degrees;
5 }
6 public void setDegrees(double aDegrees){
7 degrees = aDegrees;
8 }
9 Celsius(double aDegrees){
10 setDegrees(aDegrees);
11 }
12 }

Figure 4: Celsius class - The Subject

Another important class is the class that represents a thermometer (Figura 5). This
class has a field called tempSource that points to a Celsius instance. This class is the
base classe for the thermometers in the examples and is going to perform the observer
role.

1 public class Thermometer{
2 private Celsius tempSource;
3 public void setTempSource(Celsius atempSource){
4 tempSource = atempSource;
5 }
6 public Celsius getTempSource(){
7 return tempSource;
8 }
9 public void drawTemperature(){}
10 }

Figure 5: Thermometer class - The Observers superclass

Extending the thermometer class we have a Celsius (Figure 6) and a Fahrenheit ther-
mometer (Figure 7). These classes override the drawTemperature() method providing
different scales of temperature.

In this example the Celsius class has the subject role and the thermometers classes
are the observers. The reader could have already noted that Celsius class neither ther-
mometers classes have explicit connection with the observer and subject classes.

The use of AspectJ allows the developer to separate the code related to the Observer
pattern from the classes that use it.

In Figure 8 we have an abstract aspect called ObserverPattern that implements the
basic functionality of the design pattern. This abstract aspect was retrieved from the
AspectJ 1.1 examples and small modifications were made in the original structure.



1 public class CelsiusThermometer extends Thermometer{
2 public void drawTemperature(){
3 System.out.println("Temperature in Celsius:"+
4 getTempSource().getDegrees());
5 }
6 }

Figure 6: The CelsiusThermometer class

1 public class FahrenheitThermometer extends Thermometer{
2 public void drawTemperature(){
3 System.out.println("Temperature in Fahrenheit:"+
4 (1.8 * getTempSource().getDegrees())+32);
5 }
6 }

Figure 7: The FahrenheitThermometer class

This abstract aspect creates an abstract pointcut called stateChanges that will be
extended in the concrete aspect to tell in what situations the observers are going to be
notified. It implements an after advice that notifies all the observers when these points
(situations) are reached.

It also create some fields (Subject.observers and Observer.subject) and
methods (Subject.add(..), Subject.remove(..), Subject.getObservers(),
Observer.setSubject(..), Observer.getSubject() ) in the classes that imple-
ments the Subject and Observer interfaces as implemented in Figure 8;

1 import java.util.Vector;
2 abstract aspect ObserverPattern {
3 abstract pointcut stateChanges(Subject s);
4 after(Subject s): stateChanges(s) {
5 for (int i = 0; i < s.getObservers().size(); i++)
6 ((Observer)s.getObservers().elementAt(i)).update();
7 }
8 private Vector Subject.observers = new Vector();
9 public void Subject.add(Observer obs) {
10 observers.addElement(obs);
11 obs.setSubject(this);
12 }
13 public void Subject.remove(Observer obs) {
14 observers.removeElement(obs);
15 obs.setSubject(null);
16 }
17 public Vector Subject.getObservers() { return observers; }
18 private Subject Observer.subject = null;
19 public void Observer.setSubject(Subject s) { subject = s; }
20 public Subject Observer.getSubject() { return subject; }
21 }

Figure 8: Observer/Subject Protocol from AspectJ 1.1 examples

Here we extend the abstract aspect in order to tell to the compiler which classes
are going to be treated as observers, as subjects and in which cases observers will be
notified (the methods that are going to be executed when the notification happens are
specified too). The sentences in lines 3 and 5 bellow tells the compiler that the Cel-



sius class implements the Subject interface and the Thermometer class implements the
Observer interface. In line 4 the method getData() is implemented in accordance
with the Subject interface and in line 6 the update() method is defined in order to
accomplish the Observer interface.

The abstract pointcut defined in the ObserverPattern aspect is extended here defining
that the observers are going to be notified every time the setDegrees() method is called.

1 import java.util.Vector;
2 aspect ObserverPatternImpl extends ObserverPattern {
3 declare parents: Celsius implements Subject;
4 public Object Celsius.getData() { return this; }
5 declare parents: Thermometer implements Observer;
6 public void Thermometer.update() {
7 drawTemperature();
8 }
9 pointcut stateChanges(Subject s): target(s) &&
10 call(void Celsius.setDegrees(..));
11 }

Figure 9: Concrete Observer protocol

3.10 Example using only Java

Consider an implementation of the Observer Pattern using Java, where we have an
Termometer class playing the Observer role (Figure 10) and a Clecius class playing the
Subject Role (Figure 11) .

1 public abstract class Termometer{
2 private Subject subject = null;
3 private Celcius tempSource;
4 // getter and setter methods
5 public abstract void drawTemperature();
6 public void update() {
7 drawTemperature();
8 }
9 }

Figure 10: Termometer Class

Note that there is an explicit reference to the subject.
In this implementation of the pattern, all the methods to add, remove and get observers

are directly defined in the class playing the subject role. The concrete observers are not
affected by this solution neither by the aspect-oriented one.

The diference between implementations is that in the OO code, the sentences related
to the Observer pattern are tangled with the program basic functionalities. Although
some of this problems could be solved using wrapper methods, reflection or changing the
implementation language (smalltalk for instance), the use of aspect-oriented programming
could still being another alternative to implement this pattern.



1 import java.util.Vector;
2 public class Celcius implements Subject{
3 private double degrees;
4 private Vector observers = new Vector();
5 public Object getData() { return this; }
6 public double getDegrees(){
7 return degrees;
8 }
9 public void setDegrees(double aDegrees){
10 degrees = aDegrees;
11 for (int i=0;i<getObservers().size();i++){
12 ((Observer)getObservers().
13 elementAt(i)).update();
14 }
15 }
16 public void add(Observer obs) {
17 observers.addElement(obs);
18 obs.setSubject(this);
19 }
20 public void remove(Observer obs) {
21 observers.removeElement(obs);
22 obs.setSubject(null);
23 }
24 public Vector getObservers()
25 { return observers; }
26 Celcius(double aDegrees){
27 setDegrees(aDegrees);
28 }
29 }

Figure 11: Celcius Class

3.11 Known Uses

Some common uses of this pattern (in the object-oriented way) could be found in
[8]. All the GoF patterns was already implemented in AspectJ and discussed in [9] with
different levels of success.

4 Future Work

Future work will focus on finding common patterns in aspect-oriented programming
that do not appear in object-oriented ones and on defining refactorings to aspect-oriented
code.
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